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5.2 The IDEA Method:

I –

INTRODUCE the skill – Brief description. Key Coaching Points.
Reference current inter-county or club players who are
proficient at this particular skill.

D–

DEMONSTRATE the skill – Explain the skill. Demonstrate the
technique in full a number of times. Break the skill down using
Head – Hands – Feet. Repeat. Coach / Assistant Coach /
Players demonstrate. 3-D Demo. Silent Demo.

E–

EXECUTE – Practice the skill. Verbally and visually explain the
organisation of the drill / game / activity.

A–

ATTEND – Observe the players performing the skill a number
of times. Watch carefully. Look out for errors. Provide positive
and constructive feedback. Choose players who are perfecting
technique to demonstrate for others. Ask players to observe
and positively critique. Encourage players to look for help if
not succeeding.
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5.3 The STEP Method:
(How to Vary any Exercise, Drill, Activity or Game)

S–
T–
E–
P–

SPACE – Increase / Decrease. More space = less pressure, but
more running. Less space = closer contact, more pressure to
perform correct technique with less running. Different shapes.

TASK - TIME – Alter – easier / harder. Change skill. Add /
remove additional skills / movements / rules / conditions.
Increase pace. Change target from fixed to moving. Increase
time, perform task more often. Decrease time, perform the
task quicker.

EQUIPMENT – Change ball – bigger / smaller. More or less.
Against a wall / net / hurling wall / tyre / target. Increase /
decrease challenge. Tackle bags. Sliotars on a rope.
Beanbags. Cones. Hoops. Poles.

PLAYERS / Personnel – Increase or decrease numbers. Vary
the challenge. Less / more on a team. Introduce opposition –
token / partial / full. More players to lessen time, e.g.3v2,4v3.
Progress gradually to full opposition. Contest in a game-like
manner.
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5.4 Head Hands Feet:

HEAD
Eyes on the ball.
Awareness. Head down or
up?

HANDS
Grip / Lock / Ready
Position. Thumbs. Hurley
Hand. Ball Hand. Soft
Hands. Ball to Hand. Short
hurley grip. Ready to Lock
Position.

FEET
Dominant Foot. Lead Foot.
Positioning. Shoulder width
apart.
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6.0 Skills Code:
CODE:
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
R2
R3
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

SKILL:
GAINING POSSESSION:
Jab Lift
Roll Lift
High Catch
Chest Catch
High Batting
Control a moving ball
RELEASING POSSESSION:
Striking from hand
Handpass
CONTESTING POSSESSION:
The Ground Block
Frontal Block
Hooking
The Flick
Shoulder Clash

Skill No. G3 Jab Lift
Key Coaching Points
1. Ready Position.
2. Left foot next to ball.
3. Bend the knees. This helps the player to
bring head directly over the ball.
4. Hurley “virtually” flat on the ground with
toe pointing away from player.
5. Slide the hurley under the ball and scoop it
up in a fluent manner
6. Ball is caught with Ball Hand.
7. As players progress emphasise the need to
pick the ball low (not higher than the knee)
8. Player to protect themself once jab lift is
complete

3

2

4

5

With older players introduce the notion of an
acute angle and this may help them
understand that hurley needs to be close to
the ground.

7

Common Errors (Remedies)

Player not set-up properly. Coach is specifically watching Head,
Hands & Feet. Hands should not be in the lock position, feet
are too far from ball and head is not directly over the ball
Catching the ball with the hurley hand
Players trying to do the exercise at 100mph…. slow and simple

Skill No. G3 Jab Lift
The toe of the hurley is turned the wrong way. (use the idea of
scooping an egg out of a frying pan and whether you would
use the narrow or wide part of a hurley to pick the egg)
Knees not bent and handle of hurley not close enough to the
ground (acute angle). The flatter the hurley is to the ground
the better the chance of scooping the ball into the hand

Drills

Drill 1
Divide the players into pairs, one ball per pair.
§
§
§
§
§

Each pair faces each other approximately 2m apart.
Player A jogs forward to jab lift the ball before hand passing to Player B.
Player B, jogging backwards, places the ball back on the ground for Player A to
repeat the exercise.
The players continue in this manner for a set distance to cone.
On the return, the roles are reversed.
A

x

B

→

∆

Skill No. G3 Jab Lift
Drill 2
A

X

B

Y

C

D

Players at A with ball.
1)

Solo to B, drop ball, run to C, turn, sprint, p/u and hand pass to A.
(Add player at x for player with ball to either break tackle or avoid tackle).

2)

Solo to C, drop ball, backward to B, sprint forward and p/u, turn, step and strike
back to A.
(Add player at y, when A picks up ball, y goes to tackle, A evades/breaks
tackle.)

3)

Solo to B, drop ball, go to C, turn, sprint, p/u and hand pass to A.
(Add player at D, who chases A, when he turns at C, attempts to prevent p/u.)

Coaching points:
How high is ball picked up, below waist high – evasion skills, side step/ roll off/
breaking tackle- taking of 4 steps after picking ball up – turning of both sides
(left/right) after pick up. Demonstrate to players how hurley held in front of body can
protect and be used to break tackle.
Drill 3
Cones as follows;
A

5B 5 C 5 D 5 E 5 F

Players at A and F. Ball at B and D.

A run, p/u B, 4 steps, drop at C, run, p/u at D, 4 steps, drop at E, run to F.
F run, p/u E, 4 steps, drop at D, run, p/u at C, 4 steps, drop at B, run to A.
……………………………….....................................................................................
Put players with partners; repeat above exercise, except that 1 player attempts to
Dispossess/pickup by way of flick. Alternate partners and repeat from other side.
Emphasis on correct technique of pick up and correct technique of flick.
……………………………….......................................................................................
Repeat 1st exercise, add player between B and C, D and E. When p/u is completed at
B, player breaks tackle (player) and drops at C, p/u at D, breaks tackle and drops at
E. Repeat from other side. To bring more difficulty and intensity, bring in player to
attempt to flick ball away during p/u.

Skill No. G3 Jab Lift
Basic Drill

Jab Lift
Key Points
1. Adopt the lifting position. Eyes on the sliotar
2. Toe of the Hurley pointing away from the body on
the dominant side. Thumbs pointing towards bas
3. Slide the Hurley under the sliotar to lift it
4. Release the non-dominant hand into a cupped
position to catch the sliotar

Move and Jab Lift
Jog forward and jab lift the ball, continue on and
drop the ball at the next marker.

Intermediate Drill

Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Task
Vary Equipment Vary Players

Advanced Drill

Chase and Lift

Jab lift with Opposition

Throw the ball in front, jog on and jab lift before it
stops moving

A runs forward to jab lift the ball while B provides
shadow opposition

Skill No. G3 Jab Lift

Fun Game

Modified Game

Grid Swap

Musical Chairs

Jab lift each ball and transfer it to the second grid
in turn. The quickest team wins.

Players move to the nearest ball on the whistle.
Player without a ball leaves the grid

Skill No. G4

Roll Lift

Key Coaching Points

2

1

3

5

1. Place the left foot beside the ball (right foot for left handed players).
2. Bend the knees bringing the head over the ball.
3. Point the toe of the hurley away from the body. Left hand by the tape on your
hurley.
4. Thumbs point towards the bas.
5.
Hurley is virtually flat on the
ground. Start with bas on top of the
4
ball. Roll the ball back towards the
body and slide the TOE of the
hurley underneath to lift it.
6.
Release the ball hand from
the hurley in a cupped position.

Skill No. G4

Roll Lift

Common Errors (Remedies)

§
§
§
§
§

Using the heel instead of toe.
Hurley not flat – too great an angle.
Snatching at ball.
Feet not in The Lifting Position.
Remedies:
Head: Head above ball
Hands: Point toe of hurley away from body (“away from your smelly belly”)
towards dominant side. Thumbs on top, pointing towards bas, ball hand
more than halfway down the hurley. Hurley hand can also be moved
further down the hurley for greater control. Hurley almost flat on the
ground. Catch in cupped hand as low to the ground as possible.
Feet:
Left leg next to sliotar.

Skill No. G4

Roll Lift

Drills

§
§
§
§
§
§

Stationary Lifting – in pairs – roll lift for 1 minute, then swap.
In groups – roll lift stationary ball, take 4 steps, place on ground and go to end of
line.
Lift & Move - Square grid – ball at each corner, move from cone to cone lifting
each ball and placing down
Agility roll lift – see diagram.
Zig-zag roll lift - see diagram.
Circle – all players in grid, moving around and placing ball on ground.
Basic Drill

Roll Lift
Key Points
1. Place the non-dominant foot beside the sliotar. Bend the
hips and knees bringing the head over the ball
2. Toe of the Hurley should be pointed away from the body.
Thumbs point towards the bas
3. Roll the sliotar towards the body and slide the toe of the
Hurley underneath to lift it
4. Release the non-dominant hand from the Hurley in a
cupped position. Allow the ball to fall into it

Stationary Roll Lift
Players in pairs. Each player roll lifts the ball for 1
minute.
Intermediate Drill

Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Task
Vary Equipment Vary Players
Intermediate Drill

Agility Roll Lift

Zig-Zag Roll Lift

Players must roll lift at each cone in turn.

Players must roll lift the sliotar and change
direction placing the sliotar at the next cone

Skill No. G4

Roll Lift

Games

§
§
§

Musical chairs – 1 ball per person in a grid, players move around grid and on signal
roll lift the nearest ball. Remove one ball after each round.
Grid swap – 2 grids 10m apart – 2 teams – transfer balls from 1 grid to the other.
Skill Point Game – large grid, no ground hurling, allow points for goals and
successful roll lifts.
Fun Game

Fun Game

Grid Swap

Musical Chairs

Mark out two grids. Players must transfer sliotars
from one grid to next using roll lift

Scatter sliotars throughout grid. On a signal
players must roll lift the nearest sliotar.

Skill No. G5 Catch
Key Coaching Points

See advice
sheet from
Ronan
Curran/
Mick Ryan.

1. Watch ball all the way into hand.
2. Catch ball with fingers (not palm of hand).
3. Relax the hand (not a “grab” of the slíothar, soft hands!), allow ball to fall into
hand.
4. Catch with “ball” hand, not “hurley” hand.
5. Use hurley to protect catching hand (hurley to front or behind depending on where
opponent is).
6. Use body position, elbows and hurley to shield opponent when making the catch.
7. Use footwork (strong stance) to get into best position to catch, jumping may not
be necessary.
8. Remember, when you have the ball you control what happens next in the game, so
after catching – head up/be aware!

Skill No. G5 Catch
Common Errors (Remedies)

§
§
§
§

§

Pulling hand away at impact (fear of pain), (practise, short-term sting only).
Not watching ball, too conscious of opponent, opponent’s hurley (catch in pairs,
one player “waving” hurley, get used to distraction/competition).
Not protecting the ball hand (demonstrate hurley in front/behind catching hand).
Standing still after catching, must take 4 steps and move to strike / solo / pass.
Etc. (catching is only 1st step, gaining possession, now must maintain/use
possession).
Not using fingers, ball “bouncing” off palm (emphasise relaxed catch, with fingers).

Drills

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Throw in pairs, standing catch, keep count.
Advance to catching while moving, in circles, or diagonally, etc.
Striking in pairs, shortened hurley, catch, return, 10m apart/20m/30m etc.
Strike ball high to net, catch as it falls.
Strike ball hard to wall, catch on return.
In 3’s, one striking, one catching, one competing (waving hurley, calling,
distracting, trying to block, etc.) alternate.
In pairs strike ball hard at each other, 30m apart, catch, accurate strike, no
dropping.

Skill No. G6

Chest Catch

Key Coaching Points
5
5

2
1

1. Hurley to be held in front of body, at stomach height, with hurley hand, at/near top
of handle of hurley.
2. Ball hand open, facing up ready to gather the ball near the chest.
3. Watch the ball as it lands into the hand/close to the body.
4. Relax the chest as ball lands.
5. Remember to use hurley to shield the ball in the hand.

Common Errors (Remedies)
§
§
§

Hurley held too high, so it interferes with the flight of the ball (hurley to be kept
low at start).
Hurley not used to protect ball after catching (remember, always protect yourself).
Not watching the ball into the hand (watch ball all the time, even when it’s in the
umpire’s pocket!).

Skill No. G6

Chest Catch

Drills
§
§
§
§
§
§

Throw/catch in pairs, 3-4m apart.
Coach throws to players in turn, walking first, jog, faster….
Players in a circle, ball thrown from player to player, keep ball off ground, all chest
catches.
As above, 2 balls in play, etc.
Movement, zig-zagging, etc. introduced.
Players in a grid, two teams, two balls, (count number of successful chest catches
in 1 min for each team).

Skill No. G7

High Batting

Key Coaching Points

1.

3

2.
3.
4.
5.

1
4

6.

1

From ready position, extend hurley above the
head, lock hands together at top of hurley.
Both thumbs should be pointing towards bas of
hurley.
Toe of hurley should be pointing away from body,
towards strong side.
Keep eyes on ball at all times.
Tilt hurley, just behind top of head (player should
not lose sight of bas of hurley)
Bring hurley forward to bat ball with bas of hurley.

2

Ref.
Kennefick
S O’Leary

Common Errors (Remedies)
§
§
§

§
§

Holding the hurley with hands in middle of hurley.Will result in missing ball and
putting fingers at risk of being struck by another hurley.
Bringing hurley back beyond head and line of vision.Will result in losing sight of
ball, thus not batting ball.
Holding hurley with toe pointed inwards.
Hurley will be in incorrect position to strike or pick up ball when it hits the ground.
(Coaching point 3).
Not extending arms and hurley and batting the ball at its highest point.
Not jumping to bat the ball

Skill No. G7

High Batting

Games / Drills
1. Players in pairs 5m apart, one ball per pair.
Player A throws ball underarm for Player B to bat. Player A catches.
Reverse roles after set number of throws.
Coaches Note:

Head: Eyes on ball
Hands: Together at top of hurley (just below).
Feet:
On balls of feet (toes).

Variation:

Add 3rd player 5m from Player B
C

B

A

Repeat throw from player A, player B bats ball back, turns and
repeats action with player C.

Progression:

Extend distance between players. Player B now has to move
toward ball being thrown and bats.

2. Divide players into groups of fives. Mark out grid, 15 x 15, in middle mark grid
2x2.
Position each player at each corner of larger grid, with fifth player in middle grid.
Each player in corner has ball.
Ball thrown underarm from one player in corner to player in middle. Middle man
bats ball back to thrower, repeat with thrower from another corner.
Progression:

When throwing ball, player throws high so batter has to jump to
bat ball.
When throwing ball, higher and over batter’s head, so that he
has to move backwards to bat ball.
Players at corners throw ball randomly.

3. Divide players into groups (max 4) with one player 5m away with ball. Coach is
standing alongside batter.
Players A throws ball high for Player B to bat, as ball is being thrown, Coach raises
hurley as if to strike ball (Coach does not swing)
Coaches Note:

Does player B take eyes off ball, anticipating Coach’s hurley
being raised?
Player throws ball to Player B to bat, as ball is being thrown,
Coach raises hurley overhead and in front of batter’s hurley.

Skill No. G7

High Batting

When player B bats ball, he strikes Coach’s hurley. (Coach’s
hurley does not strike batter’s hurley).
Coaches Note:

Head: Eyes on ball.
Hands: Hands on (just below) top of hurley, no space between
hands, thumbs on hurley.

Progression:

When player is competent in skill technique and confident
(among opponents/hurley in close proximity), introduce 3
players, 1 player throwing ball (5m) and 2 players competing for
ball in air. (One batting, another player attempting overhead
strike).

Skill No. G8

Controlling A
Moving Ball

Key Coaching Points

4

6
3
5
2

1. Ready Position.
2. If ball is travelling on ground, hurley in lift position, at an angle to deflect ball up to
hand.
3. Position feet behind hurley, bend knees. (upright squat stance)
4. Keeping hurley hand on top of hurley, ”deaden” the ball on the bas, release ball
hand to catch ball as it comes off hurley.
5. If ball is travelling above ground, but below head level, move the body into the
flight path of ball and move the hurley across the body to block (holding hurley in
ready position with heel of hurley facing ground).
6. Use ball hand to adjust position of hurley, so that the ball strikes bas of hurley.
Release hand to catch ball.
7. “The best way to control the ball is to catch it” – Ronan Curran.

K. Murphy
D. Cahalane
P. Murray

Skill No. G8

Controlling A
Moving Ball

Common Errors (Remedies)
§
§

§

§

Not bending knees, behind hurley, resulting in ball being missed or bouncing away
Bend knees while bringing hurley down to height of ball. (Coaching Point 3).
Pushing hurley up and out to meet ball resulting in ball bouncing too high or away
from person holding hurley.
Relax grip and angle hurley back on impact to deaden ball. (Coaching Points 2 and
5).
Holding the hurley with two hands in lock position, resulting in hurley being kept
straight and ball bouncing away from player.
Shorten grip with ball hand sliding down hurley to point just above where hurley
widens to bas.
Waiting for ball, not moving to it.
Always attack the ball – c/f. Damien Cahalane.

Skill No. G8

Controlling A
Moving Ball

Games / Drills
1. Players in pairs 20m apart.
A
20m
B
Player A strikes ball low at Player B, who controls ball with hurley into hand.
Player B repeats.
Progression:

Players controlling ball when moving forward.
Players striking ball hip level to partner.

2. Players in group of threes, each player 20m apart: A 20m
B
Players A and C have ball.
Outer players strike ball to player in middle to control and return.

20m

C

Variation:

Increase distance between players;
Put a target of a certain number of sliotars to be controlled and
returned in a predetermined time.

Progression:

Add extra player in middle. Extra player provides shadow
opposition.

Progression:

One-handed controlling of a moving ball.
c/f – Kieran Murphy’s First Touch Tips and Wall Ball Skills.

Striking from
the Hand

Skill No. R2
Key Coaching Points
3

1.

4
2

2.
3.
4.
5.

5

The hurley is held in the dominant hand (hurley hand)
and the ball is held in the non-dominant hand (ball
hand).
The ball is tossed in the air (approx. shoulder height).
Player keeps eyes on ball at all times
At the same time the hurley is raised into the air and
pointed to the sky
The player adopts the lock position
The player steps forward with lead foot and strikes the
ball at a level between the hip and the knee

Note: The shoulders and feet should line up with target

3

Hurley pointed to the sky… young skywalker

Striking from
the Hand

Skill No. R2
Common Errors (Remedies)
§
§
§

§

Hands not in the
lock position

Player throws ball up too high
Hurley not set-up properly for strike and ball
hits the ground before player can swing hurley.
Head, Hands & Feet. Head (eyes) are not
watching the ball at all times. The player uses
the dominant hand to catch the ball and does
not complete the lock position before striking
the ball. The feet are not aligned with the
target.
The throwing of the ball is introduced too early
to the teaching of the skill and player uses one
hand to hit ball

Skill No. R2

Striking from
the Hand

Drills
§
§
§
§
§

Practice without a ball with younger players. Players to throw up an imaginary ball
and strike the coaches pole trainer, a hurley or a padded hurley
A ball and a wall
Shooting practice for points and goals
A game of slogging
Over the river (use tennis balls)

Intermediate Drill

Basic Drill

Striking in Pairs: Accuracy
Players in pairs. Strike the sliotar through the gate.
Strike off dominant and non-dominant sides.

Strike andMove
Strike on the run to stationary partner.

Skill No. R3

Hand Pass

Key Coaching Points
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ball held in ball hand, hurley hand holding hurley.
Step forward with right leg, (same side leg as hand holding hurley) tossing
ball in air.
Keep eyes on ball, strike ball with hand (point of impact, where fingers
meet palm of hand) towards player receiving ball.
Follow through with striking hand to pass ball at head height to the
receiving player.
Use hurley to protect hand.

Hand pass off Hurley
1.
2.

Hurley held short (approx 6in from top) by hurley hand.
Balance ball on hurley, flip ball gently off hurley, hand pass ball with ball
hand.

Common Errors (Remedies)
§

Tossing ball too high, resulting in misdirected pass or misses ball completely.
Toss ball 12/18 inches in air, below shoulder height. (Coaching Point 2)

§

Swinging the striking hand back too far, resulting in striking ball with too
much power.
Swing back striking hand only just beyond hip.

§

Striking ball with palm of hand or with fingers only, resulting in pass being
misdirected or not enough power to reach receiving player.
Strike ball at point of hand where palm and fingers meet. (Coaching Point 3)

§

Passing ball too high or too low.
Clear striking action – practice underarm throwing with beanbag.

Skill No. R3

Hand Pass

Games
1.

Divide players in two’s – 3m apart. One ball per pair.
Players start from ready position.
Player 1 hand passes ball to Player 2, who catches ball and hand passes
back.
Coaches Note:

2.

Head:
Hands:
Feet:

Eyes on ball.
See Coaching Point 3.
See Coaching Point 2

Divide players into fours. Two facing two approx. 8m apart.
P1, P3 Δ

Δ P2, P4

Player 1 takes four steps, hand passes ball to Player 2, who is running from
opposite cone to catch ball. Player 2, after catching ball, hand passes to
Player 3, who is running from cone to catch ball. Player 3 hand passes to
Player 4, who is running from cone to receive.
Both passer and receiver move to opposite cone as pass is completed.
Variation:

Use two balls per group, each player in turn passes to
the next player in the opposite line.
Hands pass off hurley, when moving.

Progression:

Using 4 groups at cones opposite to each other.
P1, P2 Δ
P5, P6 Δ

ΔP3, P4
Δ P7, P8

Repeat hand passing as described above, but players are
moving diagonally to opposite cone.
Coaches Note:

Players to focus on receiving ball, dodging other players,
timing the hand pass correctly to the oncoming player.

Skill No. R3
3.

Hand Pass

Divide players into two teams of three/five players each.
Mark a grid 10 x 10.
Team A must retain possession by hand passing to each other.
Team B gains possession by intercepting ball or when ball hits ground or
goes outside grid.
Coaches Note:

Games can be increased or decreased in difficulty level
by using S.T.E.P method.
Space:
Increasing or decreasing size of grid.
Time/Task: Number of hand passes completed in 45
seconds?
Number of hand passes completed to gain a
score?
Equipment: Use cones/poles for team to get ball
through, thus awarding score.
Personnel: Increase/decrease number of players on a
team, resulting in 3 x 4, 4 x 5.

Skill No.
C2

Frontal Ground Block
(and gain possession)

Key Coaching Points
§

One hand (hurley hand) strong grip on
hurley.

§

Step into path of striking hurley, with
your hurley in front of your body to
protect yourself, watching ball at all
times (right hand on hurley => right
foot. first, left hand on hurley gleft foot
first), with hurley vertical in front of ball,
bas flat, to block the oncoming strike,
still watching ball and opponent.

§

Step in behind your hurley to lend
support to block and to put off the
opponent.

§

Try to shield opponent from ball with
body and hurley while you try to kick the
ball to a place which gives you the
advantage in gaining possession.

Common Errors (Remedies)
Staying too far away from opponent/ball,
leading to hurley leading at an angle (not
vertical), causing hand/finger injury.
(Demonstrate that the closer you get, the less
likelihood of injury).
§
Turning the head away/to the side, afraid of
the possible injury (again, getting in close and
watching ball means less chance of getting
hurt).
Stopping after the initial block and not continuing to attempt to win the ball
(explains the purpose of the skill, block opponent’s strike and gain possession).
Using the incorrect foot at initial step into the block (right hand-right foot, left
hand-left foot).
§

§
§

Skill No.
C2

Frontal Ground Block
(and gain possession)

Drills
§
§

§

§

Imaginary block, no opponent, no ball, practising the technique, right hand/right
foot, vertical hurley, etc. Protect yourself with your hurley.
Practise block, in pairs, no ball, practising the positioning of the hurley, foot,
getting comfortable with the physical act of blocking the hurley, getting close to
opponent, use of the body to shield the opponent and the foot to kick away the
ball.
Introduce the ball, and re-visit all of the aspects of the technique, still in pairs.
Coach to strike the ball, oncoming player to block, do-it-again if technique
incorrect.
Blocking drill in pairs, emphasise technique, alternative players striking and
blocking.

Skill No. C3

Frontal Block

Key Coaching Points

1.
2.

Player A is the blocker

3.
2

3

4.
5.

Ready Position
Thumbs are pointing down the hurley
and toe of hurley is pointed to the right
(for right handed player).
Player A takes one step forward
(lunges) towards Player B.
Player B attempts to strike the ball.
Using the Bas of the hurley Player A
blocks both the hurley and the ball.
Eyes are on the ball at all times.

B

2
5

Common Errors (Remedies)
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Coach Talk/Common Errors.
Player does not get close enough to block. Fear factor.
Eyes not on the ball at all times.
The hurley is not risen high enough and opposing
player strikes over the attempted block.
Player does not block the bas of the opposing player.
Blocks other part of the hurley.
Player blocks ball only and risks getting hit with follow
through.
Player completes block and forgets to contest for possession afterwards.

Skill No. C3

Frontal Block

Drills

Basic Drill

Basic Drill

Turn and Block
Contact Block
Blocking Player turns to block each player in turn.
Players line up and block the strike of the coach.

Intermediate Drill

Frontal Block - Key Points
1. As the opponent throws the sliotar up, bend into the
tackle as if lunging. Reach forward sliding the nondominant hand
towards the dominant hand
2. Both thumbs face the Hurley bas with the toe facing
towards the dominant side
3. As the opponent strikes, block down firmly on the
sliotar and their Hurley

Hit the Target
Player A strikes to Player B. Player C attempts to
block the strike to Player D.

4. The block can be performed with one hand; stride
forward with the dominant leg to increase reach

Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Task
Vary Equipment Vary Players

Skill No. C3

Frontal Block

Game Play Routine

Fun Game

Chase and Block

Grid Block

Players in pairs. Player A moves around the cone
and attempts to score. Player B attempts to block.

One pair in each part of the grid. Players try to
keep possession by striking the sliotar to each
other. Opponents attempt to block

Skill No. C4 Hooking
Key Coaching Points

A

B

1.
2.
3.
4.

Player A Ready Position
Player A who is hooking is at least 2
steps back from player B
Player A steps towards the player
(right hand right leg)
Player B attempts to strike the ball.
Player A extends the hurley to hip
height of B and attempts to make
contact with the down swing of
Player B.

3

“ZORRO”

4

Common Errors (Remedies)
·
·
·

·
·
·

Compare hooking to a “zorro” like action. Player to exaggerate action in noncontact demonstration.
Player to watch when player is about to strike and reach at the appropriate time
Hurley can either be pointed up or flat. This depends on the strength of the
player’s wrist. A flat hurley allows for more of a hooking area and stops the
player from lifting the hurley above hip height
HIP HEIGHT.. HIP HEIGHT.. HIP HEIGHT
Hurley to remain at hip height and not lifted in the air as opposing player
attempts to strike ball
Player gets too close while practising drill. At least 2 steps back and 1 to the
side is preferred.

Skill No. C4 Hooking
Drills

Drill 1

Drill 2

Skill No. C4 Hooking
Drill 3
H
-----------------------------------D5 F

10

10

F

5

D

Coach
Defender 5m behind Forward, Coach throws ball in front of Forward, who controls and
moves to 14/21m line to strike at goal. Defender chases, attempts hook and using
body position gains possession of ball. Repeat from other side.

Hook

Basic Drill
Key Points

1. Hold the Hurley in the dominant hand. Extend
the arm while striding forward

2. Extend the Hurley into the path
of an opponents swing. The Hurley may be held
with the toe pointing upwards or flat

3. Flick the wrist as the opponents Hurley is
deflected

Swing and Hook
4. Move in quickly to gain possession
Player B strikes an imaginary sliotar while Player A
attempts to hook

Head - Hands – Feet

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Chase and Hook I

Chase and Hook II

Player B attempts to strike sliotar. Player A hooks

Player B throws sliotar randomly on the ground.
Player A hooks

Skill No. C4 Hooking
Fun Game

Modified Game

A Race Against Time

One on One

Scatter sliotars around playing area. In pairs, one
player tries to strike each sliotar; partner tries to
hook

Attacking players try to dribble towards goal and
score. Defending players chase and try to hook

Skill
No. C5

Ground -Flick
(and gain possession)

Key Coaching Points

2
1
3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approach the player about to strike (on the striking side) with hurley hand at
top of hurley.
Move as close as possible to striking player, trying to position your body to get
into a shielding position.
With eyes on the ball bend, extend, reach, with right foot and right-hand and
flick/sweep the ball away with a wristy action before the opponent can strike.
Follow in after the flick and position body between opponent and ball such that
you have the advantage in gaining possession.
Move quickly to gain possession or strike ball to supporting player.

Common Errors (Remedies)
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Staying too far away from opponent => get hit by follow-through.
(Demonstrate that closer you get to opponent the less likely to get hurt).
Not concentrating on ball, concerned with getting hit.
(Again emphasise that getting closer means less likely to get hit).
Timing wrong => too late to make contact with ball.
(Must commit to making the flick, go for it!).
Footwork wrong => position wrong to follow through with body
(right-hand, right foot first, step in with left foot).
Not using body to shield opponent.
(Make sure to follow-in after flick to put your body between opponent and ball).

Skill
No. C5
11.

Ground -Flick
(and gain possession)

Not following through with gaining possession, content to flick away, job done!
(must emphasise that flock away is followed by positioning of body between
opponent and ball and go and get possession!).

Drills
12.
13.
14.

15.

Practise the body movements and hurley movements first, flicking an imaginary
ball, at cones, in a line or circle.
Practise the above when flicking away to the left and the right.
Players in pairs, lined-up behind 4/5 ball @ cones, player A striking, player B
slightly behind and attempting to flick.
Player A jogs slowly to first ball, attempts to strike, player B attempts to flick
away, both players to try to gain possession after flick.
Proceed to next cone… alternate players A and B …
Increase the speed of the drill, player who gains possession to score, strike
clearance, etc. (end-result).

Skill No. C6

Shoulder Clash

Key Coaching Points

1.
2.
3.
2

4.
1

3

Common Errors (Remedies)

·
·
·
·
·

Not standing close enough to partner.
Too far in front or behind partner.
Only using one hand to swing, one hand on back (Two
hands on hurley).
Swinging too slowly.
Not leading with near leg. Emphasise the 3-legged race.
This gives the player better balance and they are
leaning into the ball to generate power in the strike and
the tackle.

Lock position.
Shoulders and hips
touching.
Two feet on the
ground, like a 3legged-race.
Two handed wristy
action to swing –
Refer to F6 – Swing
& Strike.

Skill No. C6

Shoulder Clash

Remedies:
Similar size partners – and similar ability if possible.
Ensure players are given equal opportunities to practice swinging on both sides.
Do drill in stationary position first, then progress to walking, then jogging. Straight
lines first, then progress to multi-directional.
Head

Eyes on the ball. Shoulder to shoulder & Hip to hip touching.

Hands Lock position. Revise Swing & Strike (F6) beforehand. Quick, wristy swing.
Feet

Two feet on the ground. Left leg – Right hand. Foot nearest opponent – “3legged Race”.

Drills

·
·
·
·
·
·

Stationary – Walking – Jogging
Start with coaches bas, then tyres, stationary football, pole trainer, First touch,
size 4 ball, then ball on a rope and ball attached to ground peg.
Stationary ball – Players Moving – Straight Lines
Players Moving – Sliotar Moving – Straight Lines – Roll & Clash
Zig-zag clash
Clash against Time – balls in a grid

Skill No. C6

Shoulder Clash

Games

·
·

Zig-zag clash game
Skill Point Game – Ground hurling game only – allow points for goals and
successful shoulder clashes – reduce playing area to encourage more
opportunities for clashing.
Also:
After successful clashing, encourage one partner to swing and one to leave his
hurley there with the aim of limiting your opponent’s strike – BUT – be careful
you don’t put hand on the back.
C6 – Shoulder Clash
Intermediate Drill

Intermediate
Jog and Drill
Clash
Each pair jogs forward and clashes on each
ball in sequence

Fun Game

A Race Against Time
Pairs run through the grid clashing on each
ball. Player who strikes the most balls wins

Intermediate Drill

Zig-Zag Clash
Pairs run around each cone and clash on each
ball in the centre in sequence

Modified Game

Skill Point Game
3pts for a goal, 2pts for a successful Shoulder
Clash
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8.1 Technical Drills – An Explanation

Technical Drills:
There are three types of Technical Drills
·
·
·

Basic Drills
Intermediate Drills
Advanced Drills

Basic drills:
Basic Drills should be used to introduce young or new players to a technique or skill.
Key Points:
·
·

Players are stationary or engage in movement to perform the technique only.
Emphasis on the ball doing the work.

How Basic Drills Work:
Basic drills allow the player to focus only on the specific technique at hand. To do so
all other demands on the player’s attention are excluded. This means movement is at
a minimum. All further demands like speed, pressure, opposition are not relevant at
this stage.
Intermediate Drills:
Intermediate drills introduce movement and require the players to have a significant
degree of competency in the underlying technique to complete the skill.
Key Points:
·
·

One or other players must move or be moving.
Emphasis on the ball and the players doing the work.

How Intermediate Drills work:
The player performs the skill with movement involved, with the pace of the movement
gradually progressing – from walking, to jogging, to running as the player’s
proficiency increases.

St. Finbarr’s Coaching Manual 2014
·
·
·

Stationary to Moving – performing the skill from a stationary position, playing the
ball to a moving partner.
Moving to Stationary –performing the skill while moving, playing the ball to a
stationary partner.
Moving to Moving – performing the skill while moving, playing the ball to a
moving partner.

Advanced Drills:
Advanced drills challenge the players to perform the technique while exposed to a
greater number of demands, approaching the demands required to perform in game
situation
Key Points:
·
·

Pressure is increased by speeding the drill up progressively towards match
tempo, and by reducing the space and time the players have to perform the skill.
Reaction responses, multiple techniques or physical contact may be introduced.

How Advanced drills work:
As the player’s proficiency increases, drills must progress towards game intensity to
further challenge the players. By introducing greater pace, reduced space and time,
other techniques, decision making or an opponent, the drills becomes more like a
game situation.
Opposed drills are the most challenging version of Advanced drills.
Opposition should be introduced gradually, initially as “token” opposition before
progressing to full opposition as the players develop.
Opposed drills can be very productive with proficient players, but introducing
opposition against a player who is not proficient at performing the skill can result in
their performance suffering and consequently the drill breaking down.

COACHING SESSION PLANNER
DATE:
NO. IN ATTENDANCE:
SESSION THEME

EQUIPMENT LIST

WARM UP

PLAY A GAME 1

REVISE A TECHNIQUE

STARTING TIME:
CONDITIONS:

FINISHING TIME:

PRACTISE THE TECHNIQUE

DEVELOP THE SKILL

PLAY A GAME 2

COOL DOWN

SESSION REVIEW
IDENTIFY 3 ASPECTS OF THE SESSION THAT WENT WELL:
1.
2.
3.
IDENTIFY 3 ASPECTS OF THE SESSION TO IMPROVE UPON:
1.
2.
3.
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